
Jonathan Vakassian Speaks About Drawing
from Positive Life Experiences and Staying
Motivated

Jonathan Vakassian Featured in Exclusive One on One

Interview

Jonathan Vakassian was recently featured

in an exclusive interview

CORNWALL, CONNECTICUT, UNITED

STATES, October 14, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a recent

interview with Thrive Global, Jonathan

Vakassian spoke about drawing from

positive life experiences and the

importance of staying motivated. He

shared what he has learned

throughout his career, advice for

recent college graduates, and the

biggest life lesson he has learned. 

With decades of experience, Jonathan

Vakassian is an entrepreneur and

automotive sales and service manager.

He owns an automotive sales, mechanic, and towing business and is currently located in

Cornwall, Connecticut. 

In the interview, Mr. Vakassian explained that one habit that has made him more productive as

an entrepreneur is his focus on working smarter, not harder, in order to prioritize a healthy

work-life balance.

He also shared one of the biggest life lessons he has learned. 

“My majority of work experience has allowed me to have extensive contact with the public and

with customers. This has taught me the importance of customer service, like having a smile on

your face, being an open, friendly person, communicating and addressing somebody in a

friendly way to make a customer feel welcomed,” said Jonathan Vakassian. 

“Ultimately, I try to remember the way I would want to be treated if the roles were reversed or

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/a-conversation-with-jonathan-vakassian-about-drawing-from-positive-life-experiences-staying-motivated/


the way you would want your family to be treated.”

Further, Mr. Vakassian explained that he hopes to leave something of a mark to show that he

was able to help people throughout his personal and professional life. 

“I want to teach the values and characteristics that I have learned from my father and

throughout my life onto my children and to be able to positively impact them further,” shared

Jonathan Vakassian.

For more information, please visit: jonathanvakassian.com.

About Jonathan Vakassian 

Jonathan Vakassian has always been interested in the automotive industry, beginning his career

working at his family’s business, a gas station. There, Jonathan learned the basics of auto and

service repair. He went on to study automotive technology, attended Chrysler Technical Training,

and became an ASE Certified Technician. He apprenticed under his father, an automotive

engineer with a background in electronics, for many years. Jonathan Vakassian now owns his

own automotive sales, mechanic, and towing business in Cornwall, Connecticut.
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